Doctor of Ministry
“Building Leaders Who Build the Kingdom”

— Course Synopsis —

**COURSE NUMBER and TITLE:** PTH 939 Sp. Stu.: A Biblical Theology of Men and Women as Co-Laborers in Ministry and Leadership

**CREDIT HOURS:** 3

**SEMESTER:** Summer 2020

**COURSE DAY/TIME:** June 1 – July 27

**LOCATION:** Online (Course Commons)

**INSTRUCTOR:** Stephanie Nance, D.Min.

**PHONE:** 918.520.3888

**EMAIL:** nances@evangel.edu

**REQUIRED TEXTS:**


*(Choose One)*


*(Choose One)*


*(Choose One)*


Course Requirements:

1. **Weekly engagement** and **active contribution** to online peer-learning environment
2. **Reading** and **reading reflections**: write an 8-10 page reflection on readings.
3. **Discussion posts and responses:** post two 300-400 word responses to instructor’s prompts/questions and reply (100-200 words) to two other posts for each instructor’s post.

4. Create and prepare two **PowerPoint presentations:** each presentation should have 8-10 slides.

5. **Case study:** analyze a case study and write a thoughtful response.

6. **Final Paper:** write an 8-10 page paper.

Details on the course requirements, writing style format, etc. will be a part of the syllabus, which is currently available in D.Min. Central in CANVAS.